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Editorial
Dear Reader,

Christmas Will Soon be Upon Us

While those in the Identity
Movement are fully aware
of the Satanic origins of
the current festive season.
Nevertheless its a time to
take advantage of, to
renew ties with one’s
family, friends and not to
forget old acquaintances.

The one thing the enemy
hates most is, people grouping together outside
of their control or not being entertained by their
media outlets. In the past local communities
would gather in pubs and churches on Sundays
which were clearing houses for news and
information.

In days gone bye, in the not too distance past,
one would seek and give directions by pubs and
churches! Christmas is the main opportunity left
now to gather in this holiday is common
throughout Christendom which circles the whole
of the northern hemisphere. “Zion in the sides of
the North!!”

It’s always been a surprise as to how Christians
of the recent past didn’t discern the Satanic
symbolism woven into the Christmas Story. One
would have thought that the fact, Santa is an
anagram of Satan, wears red, and comes down

the chimney, where the fire is. It takes place on
a day leaving 6 days left in the year. 666 being
the number of the beast. Christmas is on 12/25
(USA date forma) 1225 = 35 x 35 = 1225 Satan
= 35 Baphomet = 35.

Now it can be seen even the smallest element of
Christianity is now being removed from
Christmas. Rarely on display now are the
nativity scenes in high street department stores
and elsewhere, but more and more on show is
the heathen  Edomite Hanukah while the streets
are festooned with lit up Edomite 5 pointed stars!

Identity Christians take solace in the fact that this
heathen festival takes place in the darkest part
of the year, at least in the northern area of the
planet reminding us of the saying the darkest part
of night is before the dawn of a new day!

Also to be looked forward to is the restoration
of the Hebrew Calendar where New Year’s Day
starts at the Spring Equinox when everything is
springing into life

Whilst everyone is focused on preparations for
Christmas, the enemy will no doubt be plotting
his next move. It’s therefore necessary to use this
short period of respite to strengthen our defences
and ties with one another in order to stand and
occupy in preparation for that great day of
Yahweh., Which will soon will be upon us!
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With the Roman occupation, behind-
the-scenes intrigue by both Judahite
and non-Judahite candidates

increased, and the priesthood fell more and more
into corruption.   Josephus relates that "Alcimus,
who was not of the high priest stock," became
High Priest.

The continuous warfare was taking its toll on
Judah's spiritual life. The situation grew worse
and worse until, finally, Antipater, an Idumean,
gained influence with John Hyrcanus, a
Maccabean. Antipater talked Hyrcanus into
conquering Idumea and making Judea and
Idumea one kingdom, thus tending to mingle the
populations.

It was at this point that the Idumeans became
Judeans, for a purely Judahite priesthood would
never have accepted Idumeans as fellow citizens.

By this time, the Babylonian influence on the
scribes and Pharisees had already allowed them
to accept non-Israelite members, otherwise,
Alcimus would never have become high priest.
Consequently, Hyrcanus permitted them to stay
in the combined new country if they submitted
to circumcision and subjected themselves to the
religious rules and regulations of the high priests.

This was, of course, a disastrous development in
terms of distinguishing Judahites from
Canaanites. In a footnote to Josephus, translator
Whiston says "This account of the Idumeans
admitting circumcision, and the entire Jewish
(Pharisaic) law, from this time, or from the days

of Hyrcanus, is confirmed by their entire history
afterwards–Ammonius, a grammarian, says: The
Jews (Judahites) are such by nature, and from
the beginning, whilst Idumeans were not Jews
(Judahites)from the beginning, but Phoenicians
and Syrians; but being afterwards subdued by
the Jews [sic] and compelled to be circumcised,
and to unite into one nation, and be subject to
the same laws, they were called Jews [Judeans
-- EJ].'

Dio also says: ̀ That country is also called Judea,
and the people Jews [sic]; and this name is given
also to as many as embrace their religion, though
of other nations.' Antiquities, Chap. 9.

The racial confusion bred linguistic confusion,
and the rabbis have exploited this linguistic
confusion in their historical pretence as Israel
and Judah. The above quotes demonstrate why
we should always distinguish between Jews and
Judahites.

The Jews have done everything possible to
influence Christian and secular historians into
equating Jews with Judahites; but as can be
plainly seen, the history of Jewry and Judaism
begins with this edict of John Hyrcanus.

Thus, properly understood, this is an excellent
commentary and verification of our main
argument: that a non-Israelite people called Jews
adopted, by virtue of their half-breed relationship
to Israel, some Israelite customs and kept the
name for themselves!

Also clearly expressed here is how the
distinction between Judahites (Israelites) and
Judeans became blurred, eventually to be
forgotten, with the word 'Jew' substituting for
both!

Indeed, had these developments not taken place,
the prophecy concerning Israel's lost identity
would never have been fulfilled. (See Psalm
83:3; Isa. 29:10-12; 42:16,19-20; 49:2; Hos.
1:9,10; 2:6; Matt. 13:44; Romans 11:7,8,25.)

The Origin of Talmudism (3)
Judgment Day Perspectives, Volume II, Number 8

by
Pastor Eli James
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While the modern Jews, the inheritors of the
"Traditions of the Elders", have claimed
continuity with Israel from that day forward, true
Israel, the Anglo-Saxons plus the remnant of
Judah, eventually forgot who they were and lost
their identity!

It is one of the most important marks of Israel
that God foretells true Israel's forgetfulness. The
Anglo-Saxons have indeed forgotten their true
heritage. In contradistinction, the Jews have
always claimed to be the Chosen People! So,
who is True Israel, those who fulfill the prophecy
or those do not?

John Hyrcanus was succeeded by Aristobulus I
and then by Alexander Janneus, who was a most
cruel and corrupt monarch. He made a habit of
killing many of his own people and is reported
to have crucified eight hundred Judahites at one
time and slit the throats of their wives and
children while they watched from their crosses
kind of like George W. Bush sending True
Israelites out to Iraq to be slaughtered by the
Zionist war machine!

Alexander was succeeded by his wife,
Alexandra, who made a league with the
Pharisees. She did this because Alexander, on
his death bed told her that all his troubles were
due to having opposed the Pharisees and joining
ranks with the Sadducees. He thus advised her
to cease hostilities with the Pharisees if she did
not wish to fall into the same tragedy.

Alexandra was succeeded by her son, Hyrcanus
III. But, Hyrcanus III and his brother,
Aristobulus II, fought with each other over the
throne, Aristobulus II realizing that the nation

was being taken over by non-Israelites. But then
the Romans entered the scene and concluded a
pact with Hyrcanus III and Antipater, the
Idumean, thus defeating Aristobulus II.

Upon Hyrcanus III's death (above), his sons, in
turn, struggled to regain the leadership, but
Antipater murdered two of them and finally
installed his own son, Herod, as monarch of
Judea. Judah was at its ebb. Around 60 B.C.,
Herod the Great, a half-breed Idumean Jew (and
now the word is correctly applied), became
Tetrarch of Judea, a collector of tribute money
for the Romans.

Thus ended the valiant struggle of the Judahites
to remain a distinct people and culture under
their own rule. It is important for us to realize
that the struggle to maintain the genealogical
purity of Israel continued even down to the time
of Christ.

In spite of all the corruption and seed-mixing at
the upper echelons, there were still numerous
pockets of pure-bred Israelites in and around
Judea, especially of the tribe of Benjamin in
Galilee. One of these settlements, known as
Nazareth, was to be the home of Jesus, the
Messiah. In fact, the Galilean Benjamites rarely
entered Jerusalem; and, remember, Peter was
found out because he had a Galilean accent!

Absolutely crucial to our understanding of this
history is this most salient fact: After the return
from captivity, the remnant of the House of
Judah had to perform its function of bringing the
Messiah into the world.

Christ could not have been born except through
pure-bred Judahite stock! That is why Matthew,
Chapter 1 and Luke Chapter 3 so meticulously
record Yahshua's genealogy. Judah's leadership
down to the time of Christ was accepted by a
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succession of prophets, priests, kings, priest-
kings, and national heroes. For the record, the
succession of pure-bred Judahites that ruled the
House of Judah during this period is given here:
The Judahite Succession of Leadership Judahite
Leader - Associated Contemporary Leader:

Persian Period
Zerubabel                                     Cyrus
Ezra (Esdras)                                Darius
Nehemiah                                     Xerxes
Eliasib     Cyrus (Artaxerxes Longimanus)
Judas                                                   "
John                                                     "

 Greek Period
Jaddua                                 Alexander the Great
Manasseh                       Ptolemy (Son of Lagus)
Onias I                                                  "
Simon                                                   "
Onias I                                                  "
Simon                                                   "
Eleazar                                 Ptolemy Philadelphus

(The Ptolemies are the Greek kings of Egypt who
reigned after Alexander the Great. Ptolemy
Philadelphus commissioned Eleazar to translate
the Hebrew books into Greek for the
Alexandrian Hebrew community. Eleazar sent
70 -- or possibly seventy-two -- scribes to
Alexandria. Around 260 B.C., they produced
what is now called the Septuagint, a translation
into Greek of the Torah, the five books of Moses,
plus other books).

Manasseh                  Ptolemy Philadelphus
Onias II          Antiochus the Great of Syria
Joseph                                         “
Hyrcanus I                                  "
Onias III (Menelaus)                  "
Jesus (Jason)             Antiochus Epiphanes

(Antiochus Epiphanes destroys Jerusalem in 168
B.C. and the Maccabeans revolt, thus regaining
independence for Judah.)

Mattathias              Antiochus Epiphanes
Judas Maccabeus             “               "
Alcimus (Jacimus)           “               "
Onias IV (fled to Egypt)     Ptolemy Philometor
of Egypt

(The Essenes, Sadducees and Pharisees contend
for religious and civil power, 150 B.C.)

Jonathan        Ptolemy Philometer of Egypt
Simon                 “                   “              "
John Hyrcanus (Hyrcanus II)  “              "

(Idumeans are made Judeans -- and are made
Jews as the term is properly used -- by virtue of
coming under combined Judean civic and
priestly rule.   Circumcision of Idumean males
begins, 140 B.C.)

Aristobulus I      Ptolemy Philometer&
Alexander Janneus                       "
Alexandra                                     "
Hyrcanus III                                 "

Roman Period
Aristobulus II                           Julius Caesar

(Aristobulus II deposed his brother, Hyrcanus
III; but he was later poisoned by Antipater, father
of Herod, thus restoring Hyrcanus III to the
throne.)

Hyrcanus III                               Julius Caesar

(Hyrcanus III regains the throne with the help of
Antipater. He is the last Israelite to rule Judah.
-- 63   B.C.)

Antipater                                    Julius Caesar

(Antipater was appointed procurator of Judea by
Caesar. This marks the beginning of the Idumean
(Jewish) ascendancy over Judah.

It also partially fulfils Isaac's prophecy to Esau
(Edom) that one day Esau would break Jacob's
yoke from off his neck. (Gen. 28:39-41.) The
complete fulfilment of the prophecy did not
occur until the impostor State of Israel was
created in 1948.)

Herod the Great                     Julius Caesar
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(Antigonus struggles with Herod to regain the
throne for Judah but is unsuccessful. He is killed
by Mark Antony.)

It was to be the function of the "good figs" of the
House of Judah to fulfil the prophecy of the
coming of the Messiah. The "bad figs", on the
other hand, were to become a "taunt and a curse"
in the various lands to which they were scattered.

The bad figs are those who intermarried with
non-Israelites and became known as the Jews.
These bad figs were the ones most responsible
for the deicide on the cross. They were to dwell
in Judea (Palestine) until 70 A.D. before being
scattered themselves.

With the advent of the Herodians and the
Pharisees, the time is now ripe for the coming of
the Messiah: Mosaism (Hebrewism) in Judea is
being replaced by the "traditions of men," the
Pharisees. Judaism (Pharisaism), thanks to
Herod and his henchmen, is displacing the
Levitical priesthood.

The Pharisees, although experiencing opposition
from the Sadducees, have gained control of
religious and civic life. True Judah is struggling
for its survival. Jews are usurping Judah's claim
to the Covenant. God appears in human form in
the person of Jesus Christ.

Jesus, knowing better than any human being the
difference between a Judahite and a Jew,
declared "I come not but unto the lost sheep of
the house of Israel ," ( Matt. 15:24) for "He
would not walk in Jewry, for the Jews sought to
kill Him." (John 7:1.)

It is imperative that we understand our true
history in order to determine exactly where and
when the Jewish heresy began to displace the
Mosaic Law. Consequently, it is an anachronism
to refer to any Judahites before 150 B.C. as Jews!
They were Judahites who practiced the Mosaic

Law. They were not mamzers who practiced
Talmudic Judaism!

I cannot stress these distinctions enough. Like
the differences between X chromosomes and Y
chromosomes, you have to know the religious,
cultural and racial differences between Jews and
Judahites in order understand true history.

It is imperative that we understand these
distinctions between Judahites and Jews.
Otherwise, Judaism will triumph over True Israel
in her ignorance!

I hope this historical analysis has been
sufficiently clear so that we can recognize how
the Jews have created a false history for
themselves so as to confuse even our most
erudite scholars, even such scholars as E.
Raymond Capt and Howard B. Rand.

Here are the historical facts: The Pharisees are
the originators of the religion known as Judaism.
As usurpers later empowered by King Herod,
who was an Idumean/Edomite put in place by
the Roman authorities over the people of Judah,
who were Not His Racial Kin, the Pharisees
began to infiltrate the priesthood of Judah at all
levels.

The historian, Josephus (above: who was not a
Jew but a Judahite whose family was of the first
of the 24 courses, hereditary families in the
service of Israel and Judah!), tells us that, with
regard to the ruling priesthood, Herod had all of
the racial Judahites murdered and replaced with
Edomites! Now do you see how the transition
from Hebrewism to Judaism really took place?
It all started shortly before the time of Christ.

The modern parallels are, again, very striking,
as the anti-Jewish Christian priesthood was
replaced by the Judeo-Christian priesthood
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during the 1960's, with the advent of Judeo-
televangelism and "Christian" Zionism: the scum
that go by such names as Jerry Falwell (above),
Pat ("Let's take out Chavez") Robertson, Billy
Graham, Tim La Haye, Jack van Impe and let's
not forget Rush Limbaugh and Sun Yung Moon.

I feel very secure in declaring that American
Israel has a much more accurate view of our true
history than British Israel. The British Empire
has been a lackey of Jewish international finance
since before the American Revolution.

Remember, folks, the Jewish bankers were the
ones who instigated King George against the
Colonies. It was Jewish debt money imposed
upon the Colonies that was a major reason if not
THE major reason for the revolt of the Colonies.
The Americans did not want to be the debt-slaves
of the Bank of England.

American Israel is under no illusions about
economic reality today. We know that the
Federal Reserve System is just another Jewish
banking fraud; and we are not going to deny our
mistakes, in the interests of nationalism, to make
ourselves look good.

Having established the fact that the ancient
House of Judah absolutely contaminated itself
with Babylonian teaching at the time of John
Hyrcanus, the question still remains as to what
extent the House of Judah allowed Babylonian
teachings to creep in at any time before this
during the Second Temple period.

Isa. 37:31-35, tells us this: And the remnant that
is escaped of the House of Judah shall again take
root downward, and bear fruit upward: For out
of Jerusalem shall go forth a remnant [recall Ezra
9:8], and they that escape out of Mount Zion: the
zeal of Yahweh will accomplish this.

Therefore, thus saith Yahweh concerning the
king of Assyria, He shall not come into this city,
nor shoot an arrow there, nor come before it with
shields, nor cast a bank against it. By the way
that he came, by the same shall he return, and
shall not come into this city, saith Yahweh. For
I will defend this city to save it for mine own
sake, and for my servant David's (below) sake.

This verse is telling us that Yahweh intends to
defend Jerusalem for a future purpose. The
expression "take root downward and bear fruit
upward" is can only be a reference to the Second
Temple Period, for there was no other revival of
the Mosaic Law! And it concerns keeping
Jerusalem alive for a time, which means keeping
His Law and His priesthood alive, until
Jerusalem fulfils its purpose. That purpose is the
coming of the Messiah, Jesus Christ, and it is
declared in the following verse:

"The sceptre shall not depart from
Judah until Shiloh come." (Gen.
49:10)

It was at this time in history that the Judahite
dynasty of King David ended with Jesus Christ
in the land of Judah. But thanks to Joseph of
Arimathea, this bloodline dynasty was
transplanted to Britain in 37 A.D. By ship,
Joseph took Mary, mother of Jesus, Mary
Magdalene, Lazarus, and nine other Saints with
him to Avalon, now known as Glastonbury,
where he built the very first Christian Church.
One of the nine, a maiden by the name of
Penardim, the niece of Mary, and therefore a
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Judahite, married into the royal lineage of the
Silurian Dynasty of Britain: the one and only
King Llyr (Lear). Thus the dynasty of King
David was transferred to Britain through
Penardim.

The Judahites of Anglo-Saxon Europe had
already intermarried with the Lost Ten Tribes
(the House of Joseph), so that the Dynasty of
Joseph and the Dynasty of Judah had been
remerged, thus fulfilling the prophecy of the
merging of the two sticks in the hand of Yahweh
(Eze. 37:16-19). Glory, HalleuYAH!

King Solomon on His Throne

It was during the reign of Solomon that northern
House of Israel formed their own government
and broke away from the House of Judah. St.
Paul confirms that one of the main objectives of
the Messiah's mission was to heal the breach
between the Two Houses of Israel and Judah.
Speaking to the Ephesians, who were
descendants of the exiled House of Israel:

"But now in Christ Jesus ye who sometimes were
afar off are made nigh by the blood of Christ.
For he is our peace, who hath made both one,
and hath broken down the middle wall of
partition between us and came and preached
peace to you which were afar off [House of
Israel] , and to them that were nigh [House of
Judah]." (Eph. 2:13-17).

Ezekiel's Curse Upon Jerusalem

With the destruction of the Temple in 70 AD by
the Roman General Titus, the Second Temple
period came to a close. It is actually at the point
of the Pharisaic persecution of Messiah that this
curse begins.  "Again in the ninth year, in the
tenth month, in the tenth day of the month, the
word of Yahweh came unto me, saying, Son of

man, write thee the name of the day, even of this
same day: the king of Babylon set himself
against Jerusalem this same day. And utter a
parable unto the rebellious house Wherefore thus
saith Yahweh God;

Woe to the bloody city, to the pot whose scum
(the scribes and Pharisees) is therein, and whose
scum is not gone out of it! Bring it out piece by
piece; let no lot fall upon it. For her blood is in
the midst of her; she set it upon the top of a rock
(Calvary) Therefore, thus saith Yahweh God,
Woe to the bloody city! I will even make the pile
for fire great." (Eze. 24:1-9).

Except for the Wailing Wall built by Herod, the
Temple was completely burned to the ground by
the fire set by Titus' troops. There, at the wailing
wall, the rabbis wail and bemoan their loss of
authority under Herod to this day! Jerusalem has
been a cursed city ever since. They want to build
a Third Temple in his honour!

The Jewish impersonators ("scum") of Judah
who occupy it today have turned it into the
"abomination of desolation." It will be consumed
by fire one more time, possibly even by an
atomic fire.

The Wailing Wall

There has never been any evil so great as
Talmudic Judaism. It is the religion of Satan, the
religion of Esau, the religion of Cain, the religion
of Lucifer, the religion of the Pharisees; and
Satan is the deceiver who has convinced the
whole world into believing the greatest lie of
history, that "the Jews are God's chosen people."

It is simply amazing mind-boggling, actually --
that so many "Christians" accept, without any
Bible study of their own, the ridiculous claims
of the rabbis, Zionists and fundamentalist
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preachers who are nothing but wolves in sheep's
clothing. With regard to that collection of
usurers, war-mongers, slanderers, panderers,
extortionists, sex-slavers, hypocrites, liars,
murderers, abortionists and thieves commonly
known as "the Israeli State," Christian Zionists
have fallen victim to a most heinous subterfuge.

They have been deceived by the Anti-Christ!
They have swallowed this camel whole while
ignoring all of the physical evidence that the
Jewish people are the world's greatest violators
of God's Law.

You have to be deliberately stiff-necked in order
to ignore Jewish and Zionist high crimes and
misdemeanours and not be able to see that their
father is the "father of lies."   In the eyes of these
Christian Zionists, the Jews can do no wrong.
They don't even realize that such an attitude is
blasphemous! For only Yahweh, Yahshua and
the Holy Spirit are perfect.

The Christian Zionists of the Southern Baptist
Convention and other duped fundamentalist
groups are the most gullible people who have
ever lived because the contradictory evidence is
all around them. Theirs is a religion of deliberate
self-righteousness and self-flattery! Can such
people be granted admission into the Kingdom?
  Can stupidity be allowed in heaven?

They simply refuse to look at reality because no
one can tell them that they're wrong! Observe:
They Have Become Spiritual Jews! Like literal
Jews, they have fallen victim to the Christian
Pharisees, believing themselves to be beyond
reproach while they have no compassion
whatsoever for the innocent victims of
oppression.

Having charity only for themselves and literal
Jews, they ignore the lead weight of their own
stone-heartedness. But the day of reckoning is

coming "There will be a wailing and a gnashing
of teeth" -- and they will live to regret their
intransigence and their "look the other way"
attitude where Zionism destroys the innocent.

The Christian Zionists have become
warmongers, par excellence, ala Pat Robertson!
In their pro-Zionist zeal, they have the ignominy
of working for the anti-Christ while believing
that they are working for Jesus Christ! What a
propaganda coup for the Jews!

In this, they have the distinct dishonour of
fulfilling one of the most bizarre and provocative
prophecies of the New Testament, made by Jesus
Himself. This prophecy is rarely quoted because
no non-Identity theologian can possibly
understand it:

"The time cometh, that whosoever killeth you
will think that he doeth God service." (John
16:2.)

Since up to 40% of Palestinians are actually
Christians, the Christian Zionists have taken the
side of the Anti-Christ and have condoned and
financed the killing of Palestinian Christians. In
the name of Jesus, they kill Christians! They
actually think that they are doing God service!

Prepare for the Judgment Day

"Behold, I will make Jerusalem a cup of
trembling unto all the people round about, when
they shall be in the siege both against Judah and
against Jerusalem. And in that day will I make
Jerusalem a burdensome stone for all people: all
that burden themselves with it shall be cut in
pieces, though all the people of the earth be
gathered against it." (Zechariah 12:2,3).

Jerusalem, and the Israeli State, have been a
burdensome stone since Zionism launched the
fraudulent "back to Palestine" movement
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beginning with the Balfour Declaration in 1914.

At the end of WWI, the British Army marched
into Jerusalem and took it away from the Turks.
The British Mandate gave them authority over
the area.   During WWII, the Zionists financed
terrorist gangs who massacred entire villages of
Palestinians.

This reign of terror caused many Palestinians to
flee for their lives. This is how "God gave
Palestine to the Jewish people." But, God is not
a liar. The Jews are the liars. In addition, these
terrorist gangs murdered many British leaders
and civilians who opposed what the Zionists
were doing.

Because of this reign of ethnic cleansing, which
is still going on today, the British gave up the
Mandate and handed Palestine over to the
Zionists, something they had absolutely no legal
right to do. Remember, the Palestinian people
had never harmed the Jewish people in any way.
They simply stood in the way of the Zionist buzz
saw. Since when does the Bible allow the murder
of completely innocent people?

Jerusalem has been a pit of wailing ever since,
with no end in sight. Those Christian Zionists
who support this reign of terror will be held
accountable for their refusal to look at the truth.

They rest content in their state of deception,
many of them smugly believing that they will be
raptured up with Hal Lindsay just in the nick of
time so as to avoid having to endure the
tribulation. When Jesus returns, He will ask
them, "Why do you crucify Me?" Can you
imagine the mortification of one who has to
come to grips with such a realization?

They will say: "What do you mean? We have
done everything in your name!" And He will
remind them of His own prophecy: "They
honour me with their lips, but their heart is far
from me." At that point they will terribly regret
not having read their Bibles, and, in the vain
hope that they might redeem themselves, they
will hunt down and kill the very preachers whom
they have idolized.

The End OS16340

Old Testament
“Word for Word” Exodus Part 23

Translation by Stephen Howard Anderson

Chapter 29
1. And this is the thing that you shall do to
consecrate them, to minister to Me as priests:
take one young bull, and two rams without
blemish,

2. and bread of matsoth, and cakes 2471 of
matsoth mixed 1101with oil, and wafers 7550

of matsoth anointed with oil: of wheat 2406
flour 5560 shall you make them.

3. And you shall put them in one basket 5536,
and bring them in the basket, with the bull
and the two rams.

4. And you shall bring Aharon and his sons to
the door of the Tent of Meeting, and shall
wash them with water.

5. And you shall take the garments, and put
upon Aharon the coat, and the robe of the
ephod, and the ephod, and the breast-piece,
and gird him with the woven waistband of
the ephod:

6. and you shall put the turban on his head,
and put the crown 5145 upon the turban,

7. then shall you take the oil of anointing, and
pour it upon his head, and anoint him.
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8. And you shall bring his sons, and put coats
upon them,

9. and you shall gird them with sashes,
Aharon and his sons, and put the turbans
upon them: and the priest's office shall be
theirs for a perpetual statute: and you shall
consecrate Aharon and his sons.

10. And you shall cause a bull to be brought
before the Tent of Meeting: and Aharon and
his sons shall put their hands upon the head
of the bull.

11. And you shall slaughter the bull before
Yahweh by the door of the Tent of Meeting.

12. And you shall take of the blood of the
bull, and put it upon the horns of the altar
with your finger 676, and pour out all the
blood beside the bottom of the altar.

13. And you shall take all the fat 2459 that
covers the inwards 7130, and the caul 3508
that is above the liver 3516, and the two
kidneys 3629, and the fat that is upon them,
and burn 6999 them upon the altar.

14. But the flesh of the bull, and his skin, and
his dung, you shall burn 8313 with fire
outside of the camp: it is a sin offering 2403.

15. You shall also take one ram; and Aharon
and his sons shall put their hands upon the
head of the ram,

16. And you shall slaughter the ram, and you
shall take his blood and sprinkle it round
about the altar.

17. And you shall cut in pieces the ram, and
wash the inwards of him, and his legs, and
put them with his pieces, and unto his head.

18. And you shall burn the whole ram upon
the altar: it is a burnt offering 5930 to
Yahweh: it is a soothing 5207 aroma 7381, an
offering made by fire 801 unto Yahweh.

19. And you shall take the other ram; and
Aharon and his sons shall put their hands
upon the head of the ram.

20. Then you shall slaughter the ram, and
take of his blood, and put it on the tip of the
right ear of Aharon, and upon the tip of the
right ear of his sons, and upon the thumb of
their right hand, and upon the great toe of
their right foot, and sprinkle the blood upon
the altar round about.

21. And you shall take of the blood that is on
the altar, and of the oil of anointing, and
sprinkle it upon Aharon, and upon his
garments, and upon his sons, and upon the
garments of his sons with him: and he shall
be consecrated, and his garments, and his
sons, and his sons' garments with him.

22. Also you shall take of the ram the fat and
the rump 451, and the fat that covers the
inwards, and the caul above the liver, and the
two kidneys, and the fat that is upon them,
and the right shoulder,  for it is a ram of
consecration:

23. And a round loaf 3603 of bread, and one
cake of round loaf bread with oil, and a wafer
from the basket of matsoth that is before
Yahweh:
24. And you shall put all in the hands of

Aharon, and in the hands of his sons; and
shall wave 5130 them for a wave offering
8573 before Yahweh.

25. And you shall receive them from their
hands, and burn them upon the altar for a
burnt offering, for a soothing aroma before
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Yahweh: it is an offering made by fire unto
Yahweh.

26. And you shall take the breast of the ram
of Aharon's consecration, and wave it 5130
for a wave offering before Yahweh: and it
shall be your portion.

27. And you shall sanctify the breast of the
wave offering, and the shoulder of the
set-apart offering 8641, which is waved, and
which is lifted off, of the ram of consecration,
that which is for Aharon, and of that which is
for his sons:

28. and it shall be Aharon's and his sons' by
a statute forever from the children of Yisrael:
for it is a set-apart offering: and it shall be a
set-apart offering from the children of
Yisrael of the sacrifice of their offerings of
well-being 8002, their set-apart offering unto
Yahweh.

29. And the holy garments of Aharon shall be
his sons' after him, to be anointed in them,
and to be full of hand in them.

30. And that son that is priest in his place
shall put them on seven days, when he comes
into the Tent of Meeting to minister in the
Holy Place.

31. And You shall take the ram of
consecration and seethe his flesh in the Holy
Place.

32. And Aharon and his sons shall eat the
flesh of the ram, and the bread that is in the
basket, by the doorway of the Tent of Meeting.

33. And they shall eat those things by which
the propitiation was made to be full of hand
and to be consecrated by them: but a
stranger 2114 shall not eat of it because they
are holy.

34. And if any of the flesh of the
consecrations, or of the bread, remain until
the morning, then you shall burn the
remainder with fire: it shall not be eaten,
because it is holy.

35. And thus shall you do to Aharon, and to
his sons, according to all things which I have
commanded you: seven days shall they be full
of hand.

36. And you shall slaughter every day a bull
for a sin offering for propitiation: and you
shall make a sin offering 2398 upon the altar,
when you have made propitiation for it, and
you shall anoint it to consecrate it.

37. Seven days you shall make propitiation
for the altar and consecrate it, and it shall be
an altar most holy: whatsoever touches the
altar shall be holy.

38. Now this is what you shall offer upon the
altar; two lambs of the first year every day
continually.

39. The one lamb you shall offer in the
morning; and the other lamb you shall offer
in the evening:

40. And with one lamb a tenth part 6241 of
flour 5560mixed with the fourth part of a hin
1969 of beaten oil; and the fourth part of a
hin of wine for a drink offering 5262.

41. And the other lamb you shall offer at
evening, and shall again do according to the
grain offering 4503 of the morning, and
according to the drink offering of it, for a
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soothing aroma, an offering made by fire
unto Yahweh.

42. This shall be a continual burnt offering
throughout your generations at the door of
the Tent of Meeting before Yahweh: where I
will meet you, to speak to you there.

43. And there I will meet with the children of
Yisrael, and shall be sanctified by My Glory.

44. And I will sanctify the Tent of Meeting,
and the altar: I will sanctify also both Aharon
and his sons, to minister to Me as priests.

45. And l will dwell among the children of
Yisrael, and will be their Elohiy 430.

46. And they shall know that I am Yahweh
Eloheyhem 430 that brought them forth from
the land of Mitsrayim, that I may dwell
among them: I am Yahweh Eloheyhem.

Chapter 29 NOTE

Verse 18 – Ephesians 5:2; Phillipians 4:18

To be continued

The Track of The Jew Through The Ages 3
By

Eustace Mullins

SIMILARLY with the
Jewish obsession
with laws. As

Rosenberg explains:

The more clearly and
definitely the feeling for
justice and injustice is
rooted in a people, the less
it requires a complicated

juristic technique, and so much more spiritual
culture will it possess. Thus it is a totally
misleading judgement to see in the minute
enumeration of the permitted and prohibited
activities of daily life an expression derived from
a higher ethos.

Quite on the contrary: it is a sign that the main
focus of morality does not lie within man but this
is determined merely externally, wherein reward
and punishment for its observation are decisive.
And here it is characteristic of the Jewish mind
that the simple morality of good and evil has led
to a tangle of laws and to a commenting on the
same lasting hundreds of years. (P.153)

This is in contrast to the quintessential Indo-
European mind:—-the knowledge of the Indians
arose from the longing for the
interconnectedness of the universe and led to
purified and symbolical knowledge, that thus this
knowledge served only as a means to a goal
going beyond the same. The Jew has shown

throughout his history a search for knowledge in
itself, avoided every metaphysical like an
infectious disease, and instinctively persecuted
the few exceptions who flirted with philosophy.
The knowledge of the Law was for the Jew a
goal in itself. (P.154)

That is why, Rosenberg points out, Christ's
teaching of a kingdom "within us" is essentially
repugnant to the Jew.

All the myths that the Jews learnt from the
Sumero-Akkadians and, later, the Persians, they
turned into historical facts that justified their
single political aim of ruling others.

Persian Jews

Thus when the Jews heard of the immortality of
the human soul for the first time from the
Persians, when they heard of a messiah, a
Saoshyant, who would deliver the world from
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the power of the evil principle to establish a
heavenly kingdom into which would enter not
only the holy but finally also, after severe
punishment, all the countless penitent sinners,
they understood of this principle of a world-
liberating love only the idea of a world-ruling
messiah. (P. 155)

Those myths and symbols adopted by the Jews
into the apparently mystical Kabbalistic work,
the Zohar, have turned into "the driest magic".

The technical tendency of the Jewish mind is
displayed equally in Moses Maimonides' Moreh
Nebukim and in the works of Spinoza, who ...
as a genuine Jewish technician ... accomplished
the stunt of bringing these opposites [Descartes
and Giordano Bruno] to a common denominator
and to combine them in an ingenious 'system'.
That he could do this shows that he understood
neither. (P. 160)

Similarly in science: It is now not hard to
outline the sphere of the Jewish mind with total
strictness. It has always mastered that field of
science which is possessed only through the
understanding. The lack of imagination and inner
quest, which damned the Jew to sterility in
religion and philosophy, emerges also in science.
Not a single creative scientific idea sprang from
a Jewish mind, nowhere has it pointed out new
paths. (P.162)

The dangerous influence of the Jewish mind on
modern technological society is summarised by
Rosenberg thus:

If, thanks to the efforts of self-sacrificing men,
science had been brought so far as to be on the
track of the fundamental laws of the cosmos,
now there emerged a factor which could not be
resolved earlier: the technical processing of the
collected knowledge that promotes immediate

usefulness. Man began to become increasingly
the slave of his creation, of the machine, the
technique of life established itself more and
more. And that meant the breach through which
the Jew rushed into our culture! (P. 163)

As for their contributions to the arts, Jews can
only produce virtuosos who substitute quantity
of performance for quality, composers like
Mahler who seek technical special effects and
impresarios like Reinhardt who produce all
manner of entertainment circuses. Jewish art
critics abjure form for technique and favour
Artistic Bolshevism and Futurism – and
nevertheless dare to speak all the same time of
the "soul" and "inexpressible inner experiences".

In the literary field, Rosenberg points to the case
of Heinrich Heine (above) who, despite his
veneer of European culture, was typically Jewish
in his hatred of Christianity. Kant's attempt to
show that faith is beyond reason was particularly
annoying to the reason-bound mind of Heine. In
fact, at the end of his life, Heine gave up all
attempts to emulate European philosophy and
said on his death-bed:

"I do not need to return to
Judaism since I have never
abandoned it".

Finally, the inveterate Jewish hatred of
Christianity has appeared in a new political guise
in the doctrine of Marx, who preached
materialistic atheism to get rid of all religions
and internationalism to get rid of all nations so
that the world could be more easily ruled by the
Jews. [*Nowadays called Cultural Marxism.]

In the final analysis, the essential characteristic
of the Jews is a sheer nationalistic version of the
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Schopenhauerian Will-to-live, the concept that
Nietzsche reinterpreted as a Will-to-power. Thus
"the basis of [the Jew's] character is the
unchecked instinct, his goal world-domination,
his means cunning utilitarian sense and energy."
Incapable of love and the creative instinct linked
to it, he has devoted his entire existence to the
acquisition of the means of world-rule –
symbolised in Wagner's Ring operas by the gold
of the Rhine.

In contrast to other world-conquerors, such as
the Romans, or Napoleon, the Jews are marked
by a total cultural sterility behind the religious
fanaticism that compels them to represent
themselves as "the chosen people". But, like the
slave who wishes to play the lord, the Jew will
only succeed in riding his master's horse to death.

A solution to the problem of Jewish intellectual
influence on, and control of, European society
can only be achieved by revoking the
emancipation of the Jews:

The German mind, left to itself, would have soon
established its own equipoise, but through the
Jewish power in the press, theatre, trade and
science it was made almost impossible for it.

We ourselves were to blame; for we should not
have emancipated the Jews but should have
created insurmountable exceptional laws for the
Jew as Goethe, Fichte, Herder had demanded in
vain. One does not leave poison lying round
unobserved, does not give it equal importance
with antidotes, but preserves it carefully in black
cabinets. That has finally happened – after 2000
years – in the National Socialist Reich! (P. 165)

The alarming expansion of Jewish power can
only be checked by the immediate cessation of
tolerance, since ... every European must become
aware that it is a matter of everything that our

mind, our character has handed over to us as an
inherited tradition to be fostered and
administered and that here humanitarian
tolerance in the face of aggressive hostility
signifies plain suicide." (P. 187)

One crucially important step in this direction was
suggested already by Fichte in the 18th century:

They must have human rights, even if these do
not belong to them as to us . . . but to give them
civil rights I see no means of doing so, at least,
other than cutting off one night all their heads
and placing on them others in which there is not
a single Jewish idea. In order to protect ourselves
from them I see no other means than to conquer
their extolled land for them and to send them all
there. (P. 188)

Following Fichte, Rosenberg suggests his own
plan for the curtailment of Jewish power in
Germany which would ensure that:

1. The Jews are recognised as a nation living in
Germany. Religious faith or the lack of it play
no role.

2. A Jew is one whose parents, father or mother,
are Jews according to this nationality; a Jew is
from henceforth one who has a Jewish spouse.

3. Jews do not have the right to engage in
German politics in words, writing or actions.

4. Jews do not have the right to occupy state
offices and to serve in the army either as soldiers
or as officers. Their work performance here
comes into question.

5. Jews do not have the right to be leaders in state
and communal cultural institutions (theatres,
galleries, etc.) and to occupy professorial and
teaching positions in German schools and
universities.

6. Jews do not have the right to work in state or
communal test-, control-, censorship-, etc.
commissions; they also do not have the right to
be represented in the directorships of state banks
and communal credit institutions.

7. Foreign Jews do not have the right to settle
permanently in Germany. Acceptance into the
German state federation should be forbidden to
them under all circumstances.
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8. Zionism must be actively supported in order
to transport a certain number of German Jews
yearly to Palestine or generally over the borders.
(P. 189)

While these legal restrictions can only provide
the conditions for the natural development of
German culture, care must be taken to foster
German culture at the same time. It will be
necessary in this regard to cultivate a Christianity
that is equally free of the noxious Jewish
influence of the Old Testament:

"The Christian spirit and the 'dirty
Jewish' spirit must be separated;
with a sharp cut the Bible is to be
divided into Christian and Anti-
Christian."

Instead of considering the ancient Hebrews as
the forebears of Christian Europeans, it would
be much more appropriate and rewarding to

study, and absorb, the spiritual achievements of
the ancient Indo-Europeans, Indian, Persian,
Greek and German.

Although Rosenberg's goals of European
nationalism may today – after the military defeat
of the National Socialists – seem insuperably
difficult in the face of the growing American-
Jewish globalisation of the world, one may
derive a certain encouragement from the
following remark made by Rosenberg regarding
the campaign of the National Socialists to end
the financial slavery of the international Jew: "If
this could be achieved even only partially the
axe would have been laid to the life-tree of the
Jew." (P. 189)

We must cast the Jew from our
presence, and ALL kike jews from our
realm! Alexander Jacob.

The End

Cure for the Curse - Permanently Eliminating The
World’s Foremost Problem

By John Kaminski

EITHER THEY ALL NEED TO BE
DESTROYED, or they will destroy the
world. This is an immutable fact of

history which everyone already knows.

They are the victims of their own primary
commandment, which is to kill everyone else
that they cannot convert into obedient slaves and
merely save a few specimens on reserve for
organ transplants and as sex slaves.

Klaus Schwab. Albert Bourla. Benjamin
Netanyahu. Ron De Santis. People who believe
they are better than the people they are trying to
kill. They are transcendental hypocrites of the

highest order, utterly unable to recognize the first
and foremost rule of their own philosophy,
which is:

Love of Money Is the Root of All Evil.

This Jewish hypocrisy is destroying the world,
as monsters insisting genuine human beings are
cattle, counting their money while the rest of the
world starves, and shooting children in the head
for sport.

It’s a proven fact. Over the past century or so,
Jewish control of the U.S. money supply has
piled up a $33 trillion debt bubble. Criminal
corruption of the money lenders has bankrupted
every country on Earth, and they’ve worked out
an onerous payment plan that has allowed them
to own every single property, product and person
on the planet.

They don’t care who dies. Non Jews who remain
alive are a terrible inconvenience to them
because they remind them that they have to
murder people in order to feel comfortable. This
curdled concept of the ruthless middleman —
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after all, it’s just business! — has destroyed both
the producer and the consumer through the
devious creation of such swindles as NGOs,
derivatives and Ponzi schemes which are in the
process of crashing every single economy in the
world.

Let’s Flip the Script

I’ve always wanted to turn the tables on the
sinister Jews, who insist they are the only
genuine humans on Planet Earth, when it’s
perfectly clear to everyone else that due to their
total lack of concern for all living things, they
are obviously the only true non humans.

And there’s a very simple way to do it — simply
apply the Talmudic restrictions and abuses that
they use to penalize everyone else. Make them
victims of their own rules. Do to them what these
barbaric sadists recommend doing to everyone
else.

Make every Jew in the world take the operation
they have prescribed for everyone else.

First and foremost, since they have been trying
for centuries to eliminate the sexes and destroy
motherhood so they can produce sexless worker
bee humans in their singularity laboratories —
you know, the places where they manufacture
their killer vaccines so they can reduce the
world’s population down to a manageable
number, leaving just enough goyim alive to staff
their plastic plantations and serve as suitable sex
slaves for these adrenachrome guzzling perverts
like Hillary Clinton and Celine Dion.

Since they like the practice so much and make
so much money from it, simply mandate that all
Jews undergo sex change operations. The great
thing about transgenderism is that once you
undergo the sex change operation, you can no
longer reproduce.

Yes, you can no longer manufacture children
with your phony vaginas and synthetic penises,
which is the permanent solution to get rid of all
Jews that humanity has been looking for many
thousands of years.

Just imagine. A Jew-free planet. What a joy it
will be. No more madmen secretly profiting from
clandestine chaos, lying through their teeth about
their own perverse philanthropy.

The symbol of a soul is compassion for others,
and the Jews have none. According to their
so-called holy book, religious Jews consider all
other people in the world animals, beasts,
cockroaches and cattle, available for abuse by
the Godlike Jews.

The United States is a danger to the whole world
precisely because of the Jews who have taken
control of the money supply through the
instrument of the Federal Reserve, which creates
America’s money out of nothing but debt and
then charges us repeatedly for it, leading to its
current control and eventual bankruptcy of the
American economy.

The White House, Congress, the universities, the
media, the medical profession, the law — all
infested with Jews intent on destroying America
and turning the world into a giant prison camp,
just like the Jews from Brooklyn did to Russia
and the beastly boys from Yale did to China.

Jew control of the money supply has produced
such atrocities as Nancy Pelosi leaving office
with hundreds of millions of dollars from her
illegal insider trading as well as Barack Obama
living in a $10 million mansion from his
$250,000 per year salary from his days in the
White House.

You’ve doubtless heard recently Obama’s
transgender wife is the leading candidate to
replace the current occupant of the White House,
that feeble evil dinosaur and his crack smoking
child raping son.

This is the depth to which the United States of
America has sunk. Neutering and neutralizing
the Jews will put America and the world on the
road to recovery.
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Look in the Mirror!

Americans who wish to be honest with
themselves must now take a hard look at what’s
left of their country and try to calculate if it can
— or should — survive.

If it ever was, today it is no longer the
honourable republic that we as patriotic citizens
always wished it would be. For today, after many
lifetimes of making war all over the world and
more recently committing serious crimes against
its own people, it is difficult to deny that
America has become the leading source of evil
in the world, using facile lies to justify needless
slaughter at every turn.

Americans are blinded by their own media and
educational systems, cynically forced to believe
its actions are good and noble, when it has
become clear to all the world that its behaviour
has become — and perhaps it always has been
— incomparably evil and corrupt.

The so-called greatest country on Earth, run by
brain dead but well paid zombies doing the evil
work of Israel and the demented Jewish people,
has become the chief architect of the destruction
of the planet.

It must be admitted, though the Jews have
furnished all the weapons and set the stage for
the slaughters, it is the Americans who have been
pulling the trigger all this time.

Set up for the Kill

The powers that run the world must stage a great
reset to cover up the tracks of all the money the
middlemen have stolen in fees over the years.
This is what has busted everyone’s budget —
sheer corruption, better known as the cost of
doing business, which consists primarily of
bribes and theft.

The innocent people who pay their taxes are the
ones who pay the freight. Wherever you look,
you find Jews swindling their lesser brethren.

They Don’t Have a Soul; They Only
Pretend to

Nikki Haley is a nonhuman certifiable monster,
just another Jew-sucking mangy dog. What you
see is a dying country, contributing mightily to
a dying world––-USA is being consumed by its
own corruption––SET UP FOR THE KILL

Jews should all be forced to undergo sex
reassignment surgery, in the same way they have
advocated it for everyone else, which would
make them permanently unable to reproduce,
and also prevent them from ever making love for
the rest of their lascivious lives, the perfect
punishment for their crazed culture of child rape
and sexual mutilation which they inflict on their
own children through the perverse teeth of their
lying, psychotic rabbis, infamous for biting off
the tips of their babies’ penises, subliminally
turning their molested child victims into maniacs
for life.

Eager to drop their bombs on Gaza, and
anywhere else actual human beings are known
to exist.

This good for the goose, good for the gander idea
would also very beneficially apply to doctors,
politicians and other media mavens who blithely
argue for the necessity of vaccines. Given the
poor track record of the so-called COVID cures,
this philosophy would also help weed out the
weirdos who led many people to the deaths
during the past few years by advocating so
certainly for people to get jabbed and potentially
lose their lives for this nightmare disease that
was never proven to exist.

Just like the concept of worthwhile Jews —
never proven to exist.
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John Kaminski is a writer who lives on the Gulf
Coast of Florida, constantly trying to figure out
why we are destroying ourselves, and
pinpointing a corrupt belief system as the engine
of our demise. Solely dependent on contributions
from readers, please support his work by mail:

Source - 6871 Willow Creek Circle #103, North
Port FL 34287 USA. http://johnkaminski.org

The End

This ‘Wonderful Race' Today! (9)
By Jack Lewis

With acknowledgement to
Mike King (Real History Channel)

FAST FORWARDING TO THE
PRESENT DAY the once proud white
race has been sidelined in favour of

abdicating to ‘diversity'. 'Diversity' is a
euphemism used to intimidate white people into

believing that it is selfish to be proud of being
white and that the world would be a better and
more equitable place for all people and that
culture and national boundaries are not in the
interests of the world as a whole.

Continued next Page
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THE LEGEND OF MADOG
DISCOVERING AMERICA over
three hundred years before Christopher

Columbus's arrival in the Americas on October
12th 1492.

According to the story, Madog was a Prince of
Gwynedd, who in 1170 sailed westward across
the Atlantic and landed on the American shore.
He returned to Gwynedd to recruit settlers and
left, never to be seen again. The settlers
supposedly travelled up the great rivers before
settling down in the Midwest and intermarrying
with a Native American tribe.

References to Madog Discovery of
America

1) A site on Rose Island, Kentucky, is claimed
as once being home to a colony of Welsh-
speaking Indians.

2) The references to a seafaring Madog were
used during the Elizabethan era to bolster British
claims in America. The earliest surviving
account to make the claim that Madog had come
to America appears in Humphrey Llwyd's
unpublished 1559 Cronica Walliae. John Dee
then used this manuscript when he submitted a
treatise the "Title Royal" to Queen Elizabeth in
1580.

3) During the first English navigation of the
James River in 1607, Welshman Peter Wynne,

wrote that some of the pronunciation of the
Monacan language resembled "Welch".

4) Another encounter with a Welsh-speaking
Indian was claimed by the Reverend Morgan
Jones, who said that he had been captured in
1669 by a tribe of Tuscarora called the Deog,
whose chief spared his life when he heard Jones
speak Welsh, a language he understood.

5) Francis Lewis, a signer of the American
Declaration of Independence is said to have had

Harold Stough Notes
The Legend of Madog Discovering

America over Three Hundred Years
before Christopher Columbus

Source (conclusion only)  The End
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a conversation with an Indian chief who spoke
Welsh,

6) Thomas Jefferson, the third President of the
United States believed the "Madoc story" to be
true.

7) Llewellyn Harris, the missionary who visited
the Zuni tribe in 1878, noted that they had many
Welsh words in their language.

The End

TICK-TOCK, TICK-TOCK PART VIIIa
Conclusion – Born From Above By Danny Shreffler

A Voice in The Wilderness

THE NEW COVENANT

WE KNOW THIS. THE PEOPLE
OF THE OLD COVENANT were
abundantly blessed by the almighty.

Isaiah 43 and 44 challenge us repeatedly to have
the world bring forth their witnesses and
compare their testimony with those of Israel.
Israel wins every time.

God promised Abraham he would make his seed
like the sand of the sea. Today, there is an
undeterminable number of Abraham’s seed, the
Anglo-Saxon, Germanic, Scandinavian, and
kindred people, about the globe.

We know it is over a billion. In contrast the false
claimants to this covenant number less than 15
million world wide according to the Jerusalem
Post. Of that number 90 percent are Ashkenazi
and they do not come from Abraham. This seed
of Abraham (sand of the sea) is representative
of the Old Covenant. It is the physical
descendants of Abraham according to the flesh.
(Earthly)

In contrast to the sand of the sea, we have
another promise made to Abraham that his seed

would be like the stars of the heaven. This is the
spiritual seed of the New Covenant
predominantly know as Christians. They are
heirs to the promise made to Abraham through
a singular seed (not many) which is Christ.

“Now to Abraham and his seed were the
promises made. He saith not, And to seeds, as of
many; but as of one, And to thy seed, which is
Christ.” – Gal 3:16

Of course, it is redundant; but it is necessary.
Here again we find the contrast between the
physical (earthly) and the spiritual (heavenly).
The Old Covenant is the physical. It is the
former. It is symbolically represented by the
physical seed or earthly particulates. There are
lots of them.

In contrast to the sand, the stars, giant rocks
floating around in space that no man can number,
represent the spiritual seed of Abraham under
the auspices of the New Covenant. They are his
linage through Christ, a singular seed! One is
sand, the other rock.

“Whosoever cometh to me, and heareth my
sayings, and doeth them, I will shew you to
whom he is like:  48 He is like a man which built
an house, and digged deep, and laid the
foundation on a rock: and when the flood arose,
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the stream beat vehemently upon that house, and
could not shake it: for it was founded upon a
rock.

49 But he that heareth, and doeth not, is like a
man that without a foundation built an house
upon the earth; against which the stream did beat
vehemently, and immediately it fell; and the ruin
of that house was great.” – Luke 6:47-49

This is the very same allegory presented with the
trees in the Garden of Eden for those who have
eyes to see and ears to hear! The fig tree has
many seeds! The Olive tree only one.

EVERY COVENANT (TESTAMENT)
REQUIRES TWO PARTIES

A testament or covenant is an agreement
between two parties

“covenant 1. a binding and solemn agreement
made by two or more individuals, parties, etc. to
do or keep from doing a specified thing…” –
Webster’s New World Dictionary of the
American Language (1957 edition)

“testament 1. in the Bible a covenant––-”—–
Webster’s New World Dictionary of the
American Language (1957 edition)

The original covenant was made by the rulers of
Israel after the people corporately said “—All
that the Lord hath spoken we will do.” God had
already told them what he would do if they kept
up their end of the bargain.

The New Covenant, by the death of Jesus Christ,
has been made with the same people. In contrast
to the Old Covenant, Israel no longer has a
spiritual head over them other than Jesus Christ
the very one who died to make it possible. Just
as with the Old Covenant, God (not changing)
presents these people with the proposition. I will

give you eternal life and life more abundantly
for my part of the agreement. I will also bless
you and keep you and perform all the things I
promised your fathers.

Does it not seem reasonable that we, as our
father’s of old, need to agree (as a covenant is
defined) give our agreement to Him to become
signatory to the New Covenant?

This Covenant has the same laws as the Old
Covenant, for Jesus, the one who represents us
to the father as our sole mediator of said
covenant, has said not one jot nor one tittle shall
pass from the law till heaven and earth pass
away. (Matt 5:18)

Jesus has fulfilled and will fulfill every
requirement and mediation necessary for us to
be blessed with this covenant. He is not only the
Lamb of God who paid for our sins, but He is
our only mediator. “For there is one God and one
mediator between God and man, the man Christ
Jesus who gave himself a ransom for all, to be
testified in due time.” – 1 Tim 2:5 (Also Read
Gal 3:19-20; Heb 8:6; Heb 9:15 and Heb 12:24)

THE NEW COVENANT AND THE
CROSS

There can be no doubt whatsoever that the New
Covenant was offered to Israel at the cross. Two
thieves hung beside Jesus that day. Both were
despots. One, considering his eminent demise,
believed in Jesus just enough to cry out to him
even though Jesus was sharing his exact fate.
Jesus assured the man he would have eternal life.

Both were presented with a choice that day of
accepting Jesus as God and Savior or rejecting
him. One represented the physical (Death, Jacob
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and the Old Covenant.) The other the spiritual.
(Life, Israel, the New Covenant.) You can be one
without the other. You can be benefactor to one
and not the other.

All of the warnings of the New Scriptures are to
the same people to whom the Old Covenant
related. They were warnings of punishment for
those who rejected Jesus the Christ. You can be
a lost sheep or you can be a sheep in the fold.

So, the question remains. If we are to be
signatory to the New Covenant, do we not have
to let Jesus know? Would it not seem there will,
or would be, a moment in time when we say yes
or no even as our fathers did in the desert of
Sinai?

Different people understand salvation in
different ways. Some believe we are saved if we
are born so in natural birth. Some believe every
living creature will be saved. Others believe
many Israelites will be lost. Some believe there
is a moment in time when we accept the New
Covenant and become regenerated. (Born again).

In the final analysis none of these things matter.
What matters is this. If you truly put your faith
in Jesus as the lamb of God, and you are a
disciple exuding the fruit of the Spirit and keep
God’s commandments, then you are certainly
born from above. (See Isa 35:8)

The scripture has somewhat to say about fruit.
Jesus said a bad tree cannot bring forth good fruit
while a good tree will. By extrapolation we know
we can tell our brothers by their fruit and should
make our judgments accordingly.

It is the fruit which is the testimony of the second
witness. The witness afforded by the first
witness, (the Old Covenant, Jacob, the physical)
were the material blessings, our ability to build,
make war, grow crops, heal the sick, and
countless other blessings. Under the auspices of
the New Covenant, it is the fruit of the Spirit, the
attributes of God which declare our God to the
world.

WHY DOES ALL THIS MATTER

Many may think this is a round-a-bout way of
proving the identity of the two witnesses. So now
we make full circle to the initial point of this
series,

WHERE ARE WE AT IN THE GREAT
TIME LINE OF GOD.

Hopefully, the reader can see the truth in this
series.

The original purpose of this series was to show
who the witnesses in Revelation 11 are. Once we
do that, we can know what we should be
watching and understanding in order to tell
where we are in God’s great time line. If we are
watching for two dead men (physically) in the
streets of Jerusalem, we may never see the truth.

On the other hand, we can see the allegorical
nature of John’s vision. We can see our culture,
our religion, our children, our morals and all
other things which were so prevalent in our
people dying.

This is the end of our pride. This is the death of
our world. We know the glee of evil surrounding
us, the passing of laws to force us to accept evil,
fits allegorically with the giving of gifts as
signified in Revelation 11. We are the carcass
needing to be resurrected.

John says we will lie dead in the street for a
period of 42 months. While the exact point of
death cannot be discerned, we can certainly see
the pulse of the victim failing.

Jesus said where the carcass is the eagles would
be gathered. The eagles are the sixth and final
event before the return of Jesus Christ. It is war.
The war to destroy the Taliban (above) lasted for
years. Trillions of dollars were spent. Thousands
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of our sons were killed or maimed. For what?
To put the Taliban back in power! How foolish
we are. We have built our house upon the sand.

War has been with us as a people from the very
beginning of our nation. It was not unavoidable,
it was planned. It was a result of our failure to
obey God’s laws. There is one final battle yet to
come and we can hear the drumbeats of that
battle daily all about us. Yes, it is coming and it
will be the final event prior to the seventh great
culminating event,

THE RETURN OF JESUS CHRIST

The resurrection of the witnesses culminates
with the final resurrection at the return of Christ.
There is a precise order of resurrection given in
the Scriptures. The dead in Christ will rise first
to Meet Him (Jesus) in the air (be that the sky
or spiritually) and will accompany Him to the
battle of the Great God, Jesus Christ.

“And I saw an angel standing in the sun; and he
cried with a loud voice, saying to all the fowls
that fly in the midst of heaven, Come and gather
yourselves together unto the supper of the great
God;

That ye may eat the flesh of kings, and the flesh
of captains, and the flesh of mighty men, and the
flesh of horses, and of them that sit on them, and
the flesh of all men, both free and bond, both
small and great.” – Rev 19:17-18

This is the seventh and final event. We can see
the signs. We don’t know where the wind is
coming from be we certainly can see its effect.

Until we join Him in the air to engage the
wicked, we should know that any battle engaged
by wicked leaders is but to destroy us and kill
our children. That includes any attempt to pit us
against those who live in our own country.

Jeremiah knew the folly of engaging an enemy
too powerful for Israel to counter. He told the

kings to put yokes on their necks and submit to
the king of Babylon. We find ourselves in that
very position today.

It is folly to think there is any possibility of
throwing the yoke of evil from off our necks
until our true captain gives the order and we hear
the cry go forth THE SWORD OF THE LORD
AND OF JOSHUA. That is Jesus Christ.

“And the seventh angel sounded; and there were
great voices in heaven, saying, the kingdoms of
this world are become the kingdoms of our Lord,
and of his Christ; and he shall reign for ever and
ever.” – Rev 11:15

This concludes the series TICK-TOCK. May
each and every one discern the signs of the times
and prepare yourselves spiritually to meet our
God in the heavens.

May the Lord God of Israel make his face to
shine upon thee and be gracious unto thee. May
He lift up his countenance upon thee and give
thee peace.

Questions and comments may be addressed to
danelinmo@proton.me

© - Permission to reprint this article is hereby
granted, provided it is reprinted in its entirety,
with full credit given, and no changes are made
to its content. Unaltered excerpts may also be
printed with full credit given.

The End OS23444

danelinmo@proton.me 
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The Telephone Prophecy

Sir___Below an interesting item from
an American Pasadena newspaper re-
garding the future of the telephone.

PASADENA —The telephone of the future?

Mark R Sullivan, San Francisco. President and
director of the Pacific Telephone and Telegraph
Co. said in an address last Thursday night, just
what form the future telephone would take is of
course, pure speculation.

Here is my prophecy;

In its final development, the telephone will be
carried about by the individual perhaps as we
carry a watch today.

It probably will require no dial or equivalent, and
I think the users will be able to see each other,
if they want, as they talk. Who knows there may
well be a phone with an apple on it for
homosexuals?

They knew this in 1953? But apple was
not founded until 1976? —Yours truly,
K. H. West Midlands, UK.

________________________

Having A Television (Tel-Lie-Vision)

"Having a television in your
home, is like having a Jew in

your living room."

Fr. Leonard E. Feeney, MICM; from The Point
magazine, 1957.

"The goal for which we have striven so
concertedly for three thousand years, is at last
within our reach and because its fulfillment is
so apparent, it behoves us to increase our
efforts and our caution tenfold. I can safely
promise you that before ten years have passed,
our race will take its rightful place in the world,
with every Jew a king and every Gentile a
slave." (Applause from the gathering). - Rabbi
Rabbinovitch at a special meeting of the
emergency council of European Rabbis in
Budapest on January 12, 1952

"The Communists disdain to conceal their
views and aims. They openly declare that their
ends can only be attained by the forcible
overthrow of all existing social conditions."—
- Karl Marx (Jew-Communist) Yours Truly,
Dan Johns. USA.

________________________

Letters and Views
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Under a Toxic Sky

Sir__, Below is a short 2 page extract from a
book “Under a Toxic Sky” by Elana Freeland,
which helps one to understand that the so-called
geo-engineering programme is all part of making
mankind into the Internet of Things. Those that
haven’t had the jab will still be affected, hence
the need for regular detoxing. Extract below:-

Under An Ionised Sky By Elana
Freeland

The genotoxicity (damage to DNA) of
engineered nano-particles (ENPs) may be the
most concerning, particularly for future
generations.

A 2013 paper in Environmental Science and
Technology points to metal oxide nano-particles,
fullerenes (molecules of carbon in the form of
hollow spheres, ellipsoids, tubes, etc.) and
carbon nano tubes—all of which are implicated
in chemical fullerenes assemble and replicate,
delivering and embedding their programmed
meta materials and pharma agents directly into
the host’s DNA.

—it is currently postulated that
ENPs cause nonspecific oxidative
damage and that the resulting
stress may be the predominant
cause of DNA damage and
subsequent genotoxicity.

This self-assembly process is called
Teslaphoresis and sounds disturbingly like
descriptions by Morgellons sufferers of the
self-assembling fibre networks building grids
throughout their bodies and at times erupting
from their scalps, gums, and skin. Teslaphoresis
depends upon a Tesla coil force field for remote
directives to carbon nano tubes to self-assemble
and extend in long wires that can be magnetically

reeled in and out. Electric fields have been used
to move small objects, but only over short
distances.  (Rice University chemist) Paul
Cherukuri said, “With Teslaphoresis, we have
the ability to massively scale up force fields to
move matter remotely. There are so many
applications where one could utilize strong force
fields to control the behaviour of matter in both
biological and artificial systems.

Telephoresis (above) nano wires grow and act
like nerves. simultaneously assembling and
creating circuits powered by force field energy.
Cherukuri mentions how patterned surfaces and
multiple Tesla coil systems could create more
complex self-assembling circuits from nano
scale-sized particles’—like what is being
delivered by chemical trails, GMO foods, and
vaccinations.

Disseminating nano-particles makes sense if
your objective is an “integrated technology”
matrix for a socio-biological “battles pace”
AI-programmed programme for surveillance,
detection, and two-way communication. Think
giga-flop microprocessors the size of molecules.
MEMS (micro-electro-programmable systems)
and GEMS (global environmental MEMS) smart
sensors microprocessor systems, (computers),
and magneto-electric nano particles (MENs)
gravitating to neurons in the brain.

Opto-Genetics

We are now in the realm of opto-genetics and
deep brain simulation (DBS), manipulation of
brain cell activity by switching brain cells on and
off remote light or magnetic fields. All that is
needed is optical nano fibres to deliver light to
the brain, plus gold nano particles and nano-rods
and convert it to heat. Iron oxide nano-
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particulates (and other heavy metal oxides) give
off heat when exposed to an alternating magnetic
field causing the neurons to fire long trains of
nervous impulses.

RFID Identification Chip

Thus we can begin to piece together why military
intelligence has bent over backwards to deceive
the public about nano technology and the
chemical trails.

Wires, RFIDs and implants are no longer
necessary; remote access can obtained and
maintained by creating an external magnetic
field in which magnetic nano particles stimulate
and respond to other magnetic fields outside (in
vitro) and inside (in vivo) the body to create
signalling networks that control ion channels,
neurons, and behaviour.

The campaign to convince the public that
controlling machines by thought alone is
“progress” flies in the face of the shouting
inverse: that all of it—the chemical trails loaded
with conducting metals and nanobots. the nano
GMO food additives, the cell phones and towers,
the Internet of Things—is blasting us toward a
Transhumanist future in which tiny machines
and their AI gods remote-control our brains.

The deployment of trillions of nanobots above
and in our atmosphere with no proof of safety is
a planetary crime whose magnitude is difficult
to measure—a crime for which neither national
nor international judiciary systems are prepared,
a crime that makes twentieth-century Nazi
crimes of extermination and experimentation
seem juvenile and clumsy.

We are being besieged by “meta material
assemblies” that debilitate the planetary
biosphere built and maintained for untold eons
by an extraordinary spiritual power we call

Nature. The unstudied synergies forming among
the chemicals, radiation, nanos, and living beings
are leaving chronic immune deficiency illnesses
and dying species in their secret wake.

Nano scale chemicals combine and share ions
with carbons, sunlight, radio waves, bacteria,
mould fungi, and algae, then mutate and
integrate with DNA, mutating it in the process
Mutations are inevitable when nano scale
thorium, strontium, aluminium barium, lithium,
silver, styrene, polymers, liposomes, hydrogels,
etc. overload cell communication.

“Smart dust” detects earthquakes and tracks
weather systems, predicts traffic flow, monitors
energy use, and measures vibration, sound,
temperature, and chemical signatures, and
wireless sensor networks (net scapes or mesh)–
End of Extract. Yours truly, R. Martin, UK.

________________________

Is Belgium an Artificial Nation with
No History Created by the British?

Map of the Austrian Netherlands. As one
can see, it roughly corresponds to modern

day Belgium.

Sir__, Now, one may say: ‘well, it wasn't
independent, just a part of a larger empire’, and
you'd be correct, but that doesn't disprove my
point. Here is a map of the Austrian Netherlands
(dark green) compared to the wider Austrian
Empire (light green) on map next page.

As one can see, the Austrian Netherlands were
completely separated from the wider Austrian
Empire. The Austrian Netherlands had its own
governors, most troops stationed in it were
locals, and also enjoyed significantly more
autonomy compared to other regions within the
Austrian Empire.
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As a result of this separation from both the wider
Austrian Empire and the Northern Netherlands,
and any other entity for that matter, a sort of
‘Southern Netherlandic’ identity began to form.
Originally, this was just a regional identity
within a wider ‘Netherlandic’ identity
encompassing all of the Low Countries. And,
indeed, until the 1800’s, many ‘Southern
Netherlanders’ still supported unification with
the Netherlands.

However, with the Belgian Revolution in 1830
(which, for your information, was not caused by
the British but by rioters in Brussels), the
‘Southern Netherlandic’ identity quickly went
from a regional one, to a national one.

Then, to separate themselves from the
Netherlands, the Southern Netherlanders quickly
decided on a new name—Belgian. And with that,
the Belgian national identity had been created.

This means that when the Belgian Revolution
broke out in 1830, the groundwork for a Belgian
identity had already been laid. All it took was a
series of events to transform it from a regional
identity within a broader Netherlandic one, to a
national identity in its own right. Yours truly,
Viktor Couderé, Belgium.

________________________

What Was Queen Elizabeth’s Most
Savage Moment?

Sir___, Tony Blair who was Prime Minister at
the time of the gulf war attended his usual

audience with her majesty to brief her on
expected operations. He is alleged to have used
the phrase “my troops will…” To which her
majesty replied “Prime Minister, I think you will
find they are MY troops!” Yours truly, Stephen
Cousins. UK.

________________________

Posted by Dan Johns, USA

________________________

Nephilim Explained

The Bible tells us the Truth about the "last days"
in Genesis 6, but People Have Been Misled in
thinking that the "Nephilim" are some kind of
"giants" who were born from "Fallen Angels"
mating with human women. That Is a Lie in
order to Hide the Truth from Us.

"Sons of God" are defined for us Clearly in Luke
3:38 (KJV): "Which was the son of Enos, which
was the son of Seth, which was the son of
Adam, which was the Son of God."

All the "sons of God" in the Bible are the
Descendents of Adam who faithfully follow the
Laws of Yahweh (God). Yahweh's definitions
never change.

And He has told us in Hebrews 1:5.—" For unto
which of the Angels said he at any time, ‘Thou
art my Son, this day have I begotten thee?' And
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again, ‘I will be to him a Father, and he shall be
to me a Son? ' "

Answer: None, ever!! Yahweh told us that He
has Never called any (heavenly) "angel" as His
"son". So why are Men claiming that they Are??

The Real Meaning of "Nephilim" are ‘Bullies
and Tyrants' Who Cause People to 'Fall' from
Yahweh's Standards of Living"

The Primitive Root

Strong’s H5303 nephilim; Gesenius says the
meaning of this plural concrete noun is
uncertain, but his preference is “those who fall
upon, attack;” likewise Strong’s lists, “bully,
tyrant, giant;” the noun is from Strong’s
H5307 לפנ naphal, a primitive root meaning, “to
fall, to cause to fall, to fall upon.” The 3-letter
root is nun + pey + lamed.

The end days (NOW) are prophesied to be "as it
was in the days of Noah" (people thinking
nothing of "Race-Mixing–-2” Luke 17:26) and,
as well, in the days of "Lot" (practicing rampant
homosexuality, like today–-Luke 17:28).... and
the Bible is Exactly Right!!

These things have been Encouraged by a
specific group of people who have become
Leaders in the world today–-and they control
all the public media that the people hear and
believe––the Zionist Jews!!!

There were giants [Bullies, Tyrants] in the earth
in those days; and also after that, when the sons
of God came in unto the daughters of men, and
they bare children to them, the
same became mighty men which were of old,
men of renown: Gen 6:4.
This miscegenation in And their Symbol, which
is the "Star of Molech". The Nephilim, the
product of the sons of god mingling with the
daughters of Adam, the great biblical giants, “the
fallen ones,” the Rephaim, “the dead ones”
(always wearing Black)—these descriptions are
all applied to one group of characters found
within the Hebrew Bible. Who are the Nephilim?
[Bullies, Tyrants, "Dead Ones")

From where do these "men of renown” come?
They have been appointed as our Major
"Adversaries" in this world––––and It's
Unmistakable Who They Are… Yours Truly,
Ella Abolini.

The End

The Invisible Rainbow
Cancer and The Starvation of Life (Part 4)

By
Arthur Firstenburg

THE SAME AUTHORS HAVE
FOCUSED ON FM RADIO
EXPOSURE in connection with

malignant melanoma, following up on the
findings of Helen Dolk at the London School of
Hygiene and Tropical Medicine.

In 1995, Dolk and her colleagues had shown that
the incidence of skin melanoma declined with

distance from the powerful television and FM
radio transmitters at Sutton Coldfield in The West
Midlands, England. Noting that the FM
frequency range, 85 to 108 MHz, is close to the
resonant frequency of the human body,

Hallberg and Johansson decided to compare
melanoma incidence with exposure to FM radio
waves for all 565 Swedish counties. The results
are startling.

When melanoma incidence is plotted on a graph
against the average number of FM transmitters
to which a municipality is exposed, the points
fall on a straight line. Counties that get reception
from 4.5 FM stations have a rate of malignant
melanoma that is eleven times as high as
counties that do not get reception from any FM
station.
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In their article, “Malignant Melanoma of the
Skin—Not a Sunshine Story,” they refute the
notion that the tremendous increase in this
disease since 1955 is caused primarily by the
sun.

No increase in ultraviolet radiation due to ozone
depletion occurred as early as 1955. Nor, until
the 1960’s, did Swedes begin to travel to more
southerly countries in large numbers to soak up
the sun.

The embarrassing truth is that rates of melanoma
on the head and feet hardly rose at all between
1955 and 2008, while rates for sun-protected
areas in the middle of the body increased by a
factor of twenty. Most moles and melanomas are
now occurring not on the head, arms, and feet,
but in areas of the body that are not exposed to
sunshine.

Elihu Richter, in Israel, has recently published a
report on 47 patients, treated at Hebrew
University-Hadassah School of Medicine, who
developed cancer after occupational exposure to
high levels of electromagnetic fields and/or radio
Waves.

Many of these people—especially the youngest
people—developed their cancers within a
surprisingly short period of time—some as short
as five or six months after the beginning of their
exposure.

This dispelled the notion that we must wait ten
or twenty years to see the effects of cell phones
on the world’s population. Richter’s team warns
that “with the recent introduction of WiFi into
schools, personal computers for each pupil in

many schools, high frequency voltage transients
measured in schools—as well as the population-
wide use of cell phones, cordless phones, some
exposure to cell phone towers, residential
exposure to RF/MW from Smart Meters (above)
and other ‘smart’ electronic equipment at the
home and possibly also ELF exposures to high
power generators and transformers—young
people are no longer free from exposure to EMF.”

The range of tumours in Richter’s clinic ran the
gamut: leukemia, lymphomas, and cancers of the
brain, nasopharynx, rectum, colon, testis, bone,
parotid gland, breast, skin, vertebral column,
lung, liver, kidney, pituitary gland, pineal gland,
prostate, and cheek muscle.

United States
Year Cancer Deaths (per 100,000

Population)

1850 10.3
1860 14.7
1870 22.5
1880 31.0
1890 46.9
1900 60.0
1910 76.2
1920 83.4
1930 98.9
1940 120.3
1950 139.8
1960 149.2
1970 162.8
1980 183.9
1990 203.2
2000 200.9
2010 185.9
2017 183.9
2017 183.9
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Figures 5 and 6 show the same linear
correspondence between cancer and
electrification in the forty-eight United States in
1931 and 1940 that have already been shown for
heart disease and diabetes.

Elihu Richter, in Israel, has recently published a
report on 47 patients, treated at Hebrew
University-Hadassah School of Medicine, who
developed cancer after occupational exposure to
high levels of electromagnetic fields and/or radio
Waves.

Many of these people—especially the youngest
people—developed their cancers within a
surprisingly short period of time—some as short
as five or six months after the beginning of their
exposure.

This dispelled the notion that we must wait ten
or twenty years to see the effects of cell phones
on the world’s population. Richter’s team warns
that “with the recent introduction of WiFi into
schools, personal computers for each pupil in
many schools, high frequency voltage transients
measured in schools—as well as the population-
wide use of Cell phones, cordless phones, some
exposure to cell phone towers, residential
exposure to RF/MW from Smart Meters and
other ‘smart’ electronic equipment at the home
and possibly also ELF exposures to high power
generators and transformers—young people are
no longer free from exposure to EMF.”

The range of tumours in Richter’s clinic ran the
gamut: leukemia, lymphomas, and cancers of the
brain, nasopharynx, rectum, colon, testis, bone,
parotid gland, breast, skin, vertebral column,
lung, liver, kidney, pituitary gland, pineal gland,
prostate, and cheek muscle.

United States
Year Cancer Deaths (per 100,000

Population)

1850 10.3
1860 14.7
1870 22.5
1880 31.0
1890 46.9
1900 60.0
1910 76.2
1920 83.4
1930 98.9
1940 120.3

1950 139.8
1960 149.2
1970 162.8
1980 183.9
1990 203.2
2000 200.9
2010 185.9
2017 183.9
2017 183.9

Figures 5 and 6 show the same linear
correspondence between cancer and
electrification in the forty-eight United States in
1931 and 1940 that have already been shown for
heart disease and diabetes.

To be Continued
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DESCENDING FROM A LINE OF
FORESTERS THAT STRETCHES
BACK MORE THAN 400 YEARS,

Austrian engineer Viktor Schauberger harnessed
the power of nature to create numerous inven-
tions in the early 1900’s.

Schauberger spent years caring for more than
10,000 hectares of land, during which time he
developed a particular reverence for water,
studying its all-powerful force and potential.

Though Schauberger refused to attend university
— ardently believing it would weaken his intui-
tion and creativity — it was through self-taught
studies where he garnered the wisdom, knowl-
edge, and inspiration for his advanced theories
and technologies.

What he discovered harkens to the soul of the
Gaia principle — that, like Earth, water is a
sacred, living organism. But beyond Schauberg-
er’s genius is a human tragedy, engineered by
politics and inhumanity, laying to rest what
could have been a saving grace for all life on the
planet.

Viktor Schauberger’s Living Water

Following keen observance in the alpine wilder-
ness, Schauberger adopted a shamanistic rela-
tionship with water and called the substance the
“Blood of the Earth,” recognizing it as the
progenitor of life and consciousness. More so,
he entertained a holistic vision of energy; where
it comes from, how it is used, and what traces it
leaves behind after it is spent.

Schauberger realized there are two forms of
motion in nature — outward and inward. The
outward motion is expansive and destructive. It
generates heat, pressure, and even death. It was
only this morbid action that mankind had known,
thus far, in regard to energy production.

On the other hand, the inward, implosive quality
of water produces coolness, suction, powerful
vortices, and health benefits; it is used to build
up and energize, and is therefore life-enhancing
and life-promoting.

A Water Vortex (Whirlpool)

Schauberger showed that small changes in tem-
perature affect the process of energy and that life
and energy are created through a delicate balance
between attraction and repulsion of polarized
atoms.

Holistically, he noted humankind’s lack of
respect and support for the natural process would
eventually lead to the demise of the environment.
He envisaged a world wherein people could
work, live, and thrive in tandem with nature’s
laws — this would be the only hope for survival
on this planet.

Viktor Schauberger’s Inventions

Schauberger lived by his motto — “Kapieren
und kopieren,” or “comprehend and copy
nature.” As a practice, he observed many
behaviors of water, from its spiraling forms to
its vortices. His study of these characteristics and
other natural phenomena inspired many of his
inventions and water implosion devices. His

Viktor Schauberger Discovered and Harnessed
The Power of Water

By Tasha Shayne
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work focused on water’s behaviour and how it
moved in harmony with other natural forces
found throughout the cosmos. Unlike other
forms of energy, Schauberger’s beloved water
left no pollution or toxic residues.

Schauberger knew that the secret to survival for
the planet revolved around water. Since the
beginning of time, life has depended on water
for survival.

But there are areas throughout the world where
people, plants, and animals face imminent
extinction due to threatened sources; going dry
continuously looms over billions of species,
including human beings. Schauberger held the
promise of a planet of blooming deserts,
abundant crops, and thriving peoples.

“Protecting the secret of water is a means to
protect the interest-power of money. Only in an
economy of scarcity can interest thrive. The
price of food and the cost of mechanical power
would sink to such low levels that speculators
would be able to gain nothing from them.

Free access to nutrition and mechanical energy
are such radical ideas that our concept of the
world and all ideologies would be turned upside-
down…The secret of water is the capital of
Capital—which is why any attempt to reveal it
is ruthlessly terminated in embryo.”– Viktor
Schauberger.

But it wasn’t just the quality and availability of
water that Schauberger found so interesting —
it was how water behaves, creating vortices,
generating energy, purifying its immediate
environment, and so on.

From his observations, he formulated a unique
theory of hydrodynamics. The inward moving
and twisting water vortex held the secret to its

usefulness and benefit. According to physics,
vortices build upon one another in a system that
is coordinated and phased together. Bigger and
bigger forces are released when water is allowed
to build.

These forces build or condense biological
systems. They also create what Schauberger
called dia-magnetism, an opposing force to
gravitation that enables life-forms on the surface
of the earth to grow skyward into the air (left).

From what he observed of water, Schauberger
invented home power plants and a water
implosion turbine that drew in air that spiraled
such that the dia-magnetic field created
tremendous force.

Among Schauberger’s inventions was a machine
that produced mountain-quality spring water; the
Klimator, a machine which employed a suctional
force Schauberger compared to a typhoon, to
naturally manipulate the temperature of a room;
and a home power generator that created energy
from water and air with jets travelling through
spiral pipes.

Caught in the War Crosshairs

Schauberger’s genius caught the attention of all
the wrong people and he found himself caught
in the crosshairs of one of humanity’s most
destructive eras. Adolf Hitler met with him in
1934 to discuss the potential of weaponising
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water, but he refused to collaborate with the
Nazis. Schauberger’s resistance led to his
internment in one of the most horrific of all
camps in the Third Reich — Mauthausen, in
Austria.

Against his will, Schauberger was forced to work
on a prototype of a gravity-defying flying saucer,
known as the Vril-7. It was in Mauthausen that
he invented an anti-gravity device (above),
called a Repulsine, to power it. Fortunately, by
the spring of 1945, the armies of the Allied
forces had put an end to the Second World War,
thus ending all research and development of the
Germany’s war machine.

Afterward, there was a terrific fight over human
resources on behalf of the British, Americans,
and Russians. Along with scores of notable and
valuable scientists, Schauberger became a
natural target. What remained of his work fell
into the hands of American and Russian agents.

In post-war occupied Austria, the Russians
ransacked Schauberger’s home looking for
drawings and plans, and found nothing.

But it was the Americans who were able to take
possession of Schauberger and hold him prisoner
until they could successfully convince him to
disclose his work.

Having no more use for him, the Americans set
him free, but it wasn’t long afterward that
Schauberger died a broken and penniless man.
Meanwhile, the Americans were already at work
across the Atlantic, studying his ideas.

More than seventy years after Viktor
Schauberger’s demise, environmentalists still
mourn the loss of so many brilliant works that
could have presented humanity with a more
sustainable road to progress — one based on
renewable, clean resources for energy and
technology.

Since Schauberger’s Demise The
Hunt Goes on For Free Energy

What if we could harness an energy source that
provided free unlimited energy? An energy
source that is pervasive throughout the universe
and all around us, like a sea of energy.

The answer to this might be Zero Point Energy
(ZPE). ZPE is thought to be the quantum energy
that exists in what we see as empty space from
electromagnetic waves. To give an idea of this
type of energy’s potential, one cup of ZPE would
be enough to evaporate all the water in Earth’s
oceans.

Originally, it was believed that at absolute zero,
also known as the vacuum state, all subatomic
movement stopped. However, scientists found
that, in fact, there is movement and extensive
amounts of energy, which is referred to as
zero-point energy.

The theory of ZPE and whether it can be
harnessed to produce energy has been an
ongoing point of contention. But ZPE’s
existence has been proven, and to hopeful
scientists it has the potential to be a viable power
source.

Sceptics brush it off as being either non-existent
or impossible to attain as an energy source. But
Dr. Garret Moddel (above) from the University
of Colorado at Boulder, recently patented a
prototype to harness ZPE.

Casimir Cavity

Moddel’s method relies on what is referred to as
a Casimir cavity for harvesting ZPE. The ZPE
field is close to an absolute minimum energy
field where electromagnetic fluctuations force
particles to pop in and out of existence.
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The Casimir cavity, consisting of two plates held
very closely together with an electromagnetic
field separating them, creates an even lower field
restraining the atomic particles from these
electromagnetic fluctuations which subsequently
release energy that can be harnessed.

The atoms then travel out of the cavity and
become re-energized by the universal quantum
vacuum, which exists everywhere, allowing for
an unlimited power source. And although this
may sound fantastical, it is theoretically possible.

The End OS23506

Memes and Other Titbits
From Daniel Johns USA

"America is a golden calf and
we will suck it dry. chop it up
and sell it off. piece by piece,
until there is nothing left but the
world's biggest welfare state
that we will create and control.
This is what we do to countries
that we hate. We destroy them,

very slowly." Benjamin Netanyahu. Recorded
at Finks Bar, Jerusalem, 1990.

____________________

"Get the Jews out of government and they cannot
betray the nation." -  Ezra Pound

____________________

"I fear the Jewish banks with their craftiness and
tortuous tricks will entirely control the exuberant
riches of America. And use it to systematically
corrupt modern civilization. The Jews will not
hesitate to plunge the whole of Christendom into
wars and chaos that the earth should become
their inheritance." -  Otto von Bismarck (1815-
1898) - First Chancellor of Germany (1871-
1890)

____________________

"They are, all of them, born with raging
fanaticism in their hearts, just as the Bretons and
the Germans are born with blond hair. I would
not be in the least bit surprised if these people
would not some day become deadly to the human
race." - Voltaire (Frenchman, about Jews)

Note: The primary instigators of the French
Revolution were ugly Jewish lawyers in Paris
(late 1700's).

____________________

For a great educational video on this topic, watch
this video by Asha Logos: The French
Revolution: The Death of Monarchy,
Aristocracy, and Tradition (and the rise of
modernity)

Who Was Voltaire

François-Marie Arouet; 21 November 1694 – 30
May 1778) was a French Enlightenment writer,
philosopher (philosophy), satirist, and historian.
Known by his nom de plume M. de Voltaire, he
was famous for his wit, in addition to his
criticism of Christianity—especially of the
Roman Catholic Church—and of slavery.
Voltaire was an advocate of freedom of speech,
freedom of religion and separation of church and
state.

François-Marie Arouet

Voltaire was a versatile and prolific writer,
producing works in almost every literary form,
including plays, poems, novels, essays, histories,
but also scientific expositions. He wrote more
than 20,000 letters and 2,000 books and
pamphlets. Voltaire was one of the first authors
to become renowned and commercially
successful internationally.

He was an outspoken advocate of civil liberties
and was at constant risk from the strict
censorship laws of the Catholic French
monarchy. His polemics witheringly satirized

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Wg2hC3qAeQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Wg2hC3qAeQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Wg2hC3qAeQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Wg2hC3qAeQ
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intolerance and religious dogma, as well as the
French institutions of his day. His best-known
work and magnum opus, Candide, is a novella
which comments on, criticizes and ridicules
many events, thinkers and philosophies of his

time, most notably Gottfried Leibniz and his
belief that our world is the "best of all possible
worlds".

The End

This Blind Age (Part 7)
By

Willie Martin

WHENCE THE HANDSOMEST
ARE USED TO UPBRAID
THOSE WHO ARE LESS SO; ‘I

am an elect Vessel, able to save those whom I
attempt; which you have not Power to do.’

“The most beautiful of them were employed to
seduce me; but God delivered me from their
Wickedness; so that, after reading their Books,
I escaped from among them, and discovered the
several Names of them to the Bishops of those
Part; and near eighty of them were sent into
Banishment.

“The Valentinians, says Irenoeus, being in Love
with certain Woman, would, without a Blush,
seduce them from their Husbands, and make
them their own Wives. Others of them,
seemingly modest at first, pretended to live with
them as sisters; and in Process of Time were
discovered, Sister being found pregnant by
Brother.

“And in aggravate their wickedness, they
esteemed Copulation as a most sacred Mystery,
known only to themselves; and which the
Profane were not allowed to put in Practice:
What was abominable in others being highly
meritorious in themselves.

For, saith Irenoeus again, ‘They have this Grace
descending to them from the unspeakable and
unnameable Copulation above. For which

Reason they ought always to be meditating on
the Mystery of Copulation.’

“And thus they persuade silly People, addressing
them in Discourse, ‘Whoever is in the World and
of the World, and mingleth with a Woman is not
of the Truth, nor shall pass into the Truth;
because he mingleth in Concupiscence.’
Therefore Continence, say they, is necessary to
us natural Men; but by no means to themselves,
who are spiritual and perfect; among whom the
Seed, small from above, is perfected here.”
(Compare Tortullian, p. 261)

“To quote Clemens Alexandrinus, ‘I will bring
in to open Light your most secret Mysteries; not
ashamed to speak what you are not ashamed to
worship.” i.e. the secrets of both Sexes.’ For I
may well call them Atheists, who impudently
worship those Parts, which modesty forbids to
mention.”

Such pagan Gnostic sayings as “Leap clear of all
that is corporeal,” “Nothing is impossible,” and
“think that you are everywhere at once,” are very
reminiscent of “Jonathan Livingston Seagull,”
written by Richard Bach (Below), one of the
better known “New Age” authors, whose other
philosophical works, especially illusions.

The Adventures of a Reluctant Messiah, also
express Gnostic ideas. The “love” which was the
“leitmotif” of the counter culture was the
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egalitarian and promiscuous love that is
characteristic of Gnosticism, universal,
impersonal, and non-discriminating, unfocused,
without any special intensity of emotion or
feeling for any particular person, people or thing.
In sexual relations this promiscuous love was
euphemistically referred to as “free love.”

In political and social matters it expressed itself
as Universalism and the cosmopolitan “One
World, One-Race, One People” ideal of
Oneness.

Gnosticism’s influence on racial beliefs and
values in particular, are only part of the
explanation for the current dominance of Racial
Nihilism in the western world.

The dominant trend of the “popular’ or mass
culture in recent times, from “pop” philosophy
to “pop” psychology, has been to emphasize the
individual while ignoring, denying rejecting,
violating, and sacrificing the interests of the
larger entity; the behaviour of race, of which the
individual is a part and from which the individual
came.

The Dominant Trend of the “Popular” or
Mass Culture in Recent Times Has Been to
Emphasize the Individual While Ignoring,
Denying, Rejecting, Violating, and Sacrificing
the Interests of the Larger Entity; the
Behaviour or Race, of Which the Individual
Is a Part and from Which the Individual
Came.

The cultural trend is not limited to the secular
sphere, but dominates in the religious sphere as
well, where the “salvation” that is promised is
the salvation of the individual, not the salvation
or continued life of the racial behaviour (family)
to which the individual belongs.

Some Racial Nihilists are extreme individualists,
who only recognize the rights of individuals (or

perhaps only the existence of individuals) in a
very atomistic sense, not recognizing the rights
(and perhaps the existence) of the biological
group of which they are a part, whose existence
transcends the sum of its parts and is potentially
immoral.

This excessive preoccupation with the atomised
individual, divorced or separated from the
context of the larger genetic behaviour of which
it is a part, is a classic example of not being able
to see the forest for the trees.

The individual entities, whether tree or human
being, come and go in their generations, but the
larger entity of which they are a part, whether
forest or race, lives on.

It is the enduring reality, the continuing reality,
the behaviour. But one cannot exist without the
other. The single individual and the forest or
race, the part and the whole, both depend on the
health and well-being of the other.

The ancient Greek word for separate was “idios.”
Persons who were excessively preoccupied with
their own private of individual affairs, to the
point of neglecting or rejecting their
responsibilities or involvement in the larger
entity of which they were a part, and thereby
separating themselves form it and from care or
concern for its interests, were called “idiotes.”

It is therefore etymologically correct to refer to
the condition in which an individual is so
preoccupied with his own private interests as to
be separated from involvement in, and care and
condemn for, the interests of his race, as Racial
Idiocy.

This common condition of racial idiocy is a
contributing cause of Racial Nihilism, in both its
active and passive forms. In a healthy culture
racial idiocy would be regarded as dysfunctional.

But in the present culture the dominant position
of Racial Nihilism enables the racial idiot to
enjoy the conceit of moral superiority over those
individuals who do not separate themselves form
their race, but who care for it and promote its
interests and preservation.

Those who advocate the destruction of the White
Race are the worst sort of degenerates. They are
totally ignorant of the fact that is through the
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White Race that every single civilization has
been created; and if they are destroyed then the
rest of mankind will be destroyed also. For they

will not be able to exist without the White Race,
God’s Chosen People.

To be continued OS15154

Count Your Blessings
Laura Aboli

THERE IS NOT A DAY THAT GOES
BY, without me thanking God for the
blessings I enjoy. I have always been

acutely aware of the lack, the loss and the
suffering of others and I can’t help but think of
those that are now mourning the death of a loved
one, or praying for the release of hostages, or
sleeping rough having lost their homes.

I don’t know why some people must face greater
suffering than others in this life, it seems so
disproportionate and unfair, that is why we must
make it our duty, to help those in need when we
can.

It’s such a clear sign of who rules the world when
there’s an endless flow of money for wars but
not so much for aid and reconstruction. To think
that it’s actually our hard earned tax money that
is being used to induce and perpetuate human
suffering, it makes my blood boil.

I dream of a future when humanity will transcend
the trappings of our current limited
understanding of our existence, purpose and
power, so that we may finally live in community
and cooperation.

I know it sounds utopian and unrealistic,
specially in light of what we are seeing right
now, but for some reason I remain convinced
that we will get there. Every test, and we are now
in the midst of one, is a chance to prove how far

we’ve come along this evolutionary road. If you
still allow the narratives to drag you into hate
and division, then you still have a long way to
go. If you are managing to stay afloat in a place
of level headed analysis, insight, understanding
and compassion, congratulations! You’ve come
a long way.

It’s not easy, we are, above all, sentient beings
whose emotions are being played with in order
to drive us into conflict and chaos. It takes a lot
of strength and focus to remain above the
psychological storm.

We will falter at times, but I have faith that the
road we’ve already travelled has given us the
wisdom to know better than to fall for the psyops
again.

Let’s not fail this test, humanity must at some
stage graduate.

The End

Steven Books
League Enterprises
Suite 3, 3rd. Floor

148 Cambridge Heath Road
London
 E1 5QJ

For books by identity authors –
Kenneth McKilliam, Ria Splinter

and Richard Porter  plus many
other subjects and difficult to

obtain books.
http://www.stevenbooks.co.uk/category/341/Religion
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IF THE TRUTH BE
KNOWN

CD 127 minutes (listen to Audio Clip on site)
 $16.00

Here you will find the ignored story of the
massive deportations of the German peoples
from Eastern Germany, Poland, the Baltic
States, and the Sudetenland and its attendant
horrors.

The entire library of many more audio programs
is available as a bundle. All told, this is nearly 14
hours of great historical commentary! Plus, you
realize a savings of $20 dollars. For full details
and to purchase go to the website:—

http://www.untoldtales.net

Eurofolk Radio

Is now on air!
24 hr streaming of items

of interest to identity
believers including live
broadcasts on matters
of national interest and

much more!!
TUNE IN NOW!

http://eurofolkradio.com/category/ge
neral/

A Magazine For
Patriots

For further details
click HERE

https://paulenglishlive.com/
http://www.untoldtales.net
http://eurofolkradio.com/category/general/
http://eurofolkradio.com/category/general/
http://www.talkshoe.com/tc/30258
www.leaguestgeorge.com
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www.theflameuk.com
Contact

Tel: 07984 775937

E-mail  HERE

Announcements
In The Name Of

Yahwey auf
Deutsch - Für

weitere
Informationen, auf

das Bild auf der
rechten klicken Sie

bitte

The Chronicles Of The
Migrations Of The

Twelve Tribes Of Israel
From The Caucasus

Mountains Into Europe
By

Pastor Eli James

GERMANY’S OWN
IDENTITY MAGAZINE

CONTACT

pia-6@t-online.de

Die Banker Satans

Aktualisiert Erweitert Unzensier
von

Carrington Hitchcock, Andrew

CLICK HERE

https://www.kollateral-verlag.net/J-K-Fischer-Verlag/Die-Banker-Satans::701.html?MODsid=8277daa4a370f181ef1a3cf782f612c4
https://judgeforyourself.co.uk
http://www.theflameuk.com
accorec7@hotmail.com
https://www.kollateral-verlag.net/J-K-Fischer-Verlag/Im-Namen-Gottes::1547.html?MODsid=8277daa4a370f181ef1a3cf782f612c4
https://www.kollateral-verlag.net/J-K-Fischer-Verlag/Im-Namen-Gottes::1547.html?MODsid=8277daa4a370f181ef1a3cf782f612c4
https://www.kollateral-verlag.net/J-K-Fischer-Verlag/Im-Namen-Gottes::1547.html?MODsid=8277daa4a370f181ef1a3cf782f612c4
https://www.kollateral-verlag.net/J-K-Fischer-Verlag/Im-Namen-Gottes::1547.html?MODsid=8277daa4a370f181ef1a3cf782f612c4
https://www.kollateral-verlag.net/J-K-Fischer-Verlag/Im-Namen-Gottes::1547.html?MODsid=8277daa4a370f181ef1a3cf782f612c4
https://www.kollateral-verlag.net/J-K-Fischer-Verlag/Im-Namen-Gottes::1547.html?MODsid=8277daa4a370f181ef1a3cf782f612c4
https://www.kollateral-verlag.net/J-K-Fischer-Verlag/Im-Namen-Gottes::1547.html?MODsid=8277daa4a370f181ef1a3cf782f612c4
https://www.kollateral-verlag.net/J-K-Fischer-Verlag/Im-Namen-Gottes::1547.html?MODsid=8277daa4a370f181ef1a3cf782f612c4
http://andrewcarringtonhitchcock.com/
https://www.kollateral-verlag.net/J-K-Fischer-Verlag/Im-Namen-Gottes::1547.html?MODsid=8277daa4a370f181ef1a3cf782f612c4
http://www.anglosaxonisrael.com

